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Always observe proper safety precautions when servicing your vehicle! The MG Experience
takes no responsibility for damage or injury as a result of any information contained on this
website, and is not responsible for the content of external websites. Sorry, Haynes has
requested I remove the colour-coded wiring diagrams due to copyright. I have requested
permission to post them again, but doubt it will be granted. The MG Experience Buying a Used
Vehicle Buying a Classic MGB Common issues to check when buying a classic MGB: body rust
along the trunk, fenders, and sills; engine smoke, leaks, temperature, and oil pressure; worn
transmissions and ratty interiors. Used Car Buying Checklist A great checklist when buying any
kind of used vehicle, print this out and take it with you if you're considering a purchase. What's
a DPO? If you've ever bought a used car, you already know the answer! General Care Car Lifts
Compared Choosing a car lift for your home garage: buyer's guide to four post lifts, two post
lifts, in-ground, and single post lift systems reviewed and compared. Leather Care for Classic
Cars How to keep your leather seats from fading or cracking, repairing old or damaged leather,
and proper leather seat care instructions to ensure they always look their best. The Road Kit
The eternal question when setting out for a road trip: What to bring? Twist Drill Talk How to get
the most from your drill bits in the garage, and how to sharpen, inspect and keep them in top
working order. Troubleshooting Troubleshooting Guide for Classic Cars A step-by-step chart to
help diagnose the cause of nearly any problem you might have with your LBC, and the
corresponding solution. Door Glass Removal and Installation How to remove and re-install the
glass MGB door windows, a job the workshop manual doesn't cover in much depth. Modifying
the MGB Window Regulator How to fabricate a thicker hexagonal window winder drive when
installing thicker door panels than stock. Window Seals Replacement Detailed instructions on
replacing all the rubber window seals including the side vents, side windows, and one of the
more aggravating jobs on the MGB, the windscreen seals. Easy MGB Steering Column Repairs
Common problems with the MGB collapsible steering column, replacing ball bearings,
construction and operation of the telescopic joint and repairing the plastic friction pads to
reduce play. The Ford 8" is not a bad choice, giving you disc brakes at the rear. If it binds up
and needs to be replaced, here's a detailed workaround and how-to for fixing it, with a little
history thrown in. Front Crossmember and Suspension Removal Instructions on how to drop
the MGB crossmember without a minimum of front suspension disassembly. Front Suspension
Rebuild for MGB A step-by-step guide to rebuilding your front suspension, including rubber
bushings, springs, shocks, king pins, wheel bearings, and brake pads and rotors. Good and
Bad Wire Wheel Hubs Some photos of badly worn wire wheel hubs and what they should like
new, a common source of vibration and clunking sounds. Oversize Wheel Caution A cautionary
tale; oversize rims can cause problems! Rebuilding Saggy Leaf Springs How to disassemble,
clean and restore saggy leaf springs and save a lot of money in the process. Bleeding Your
Brakes How to replace the brake fluid and eliminate air bubbles from your car or truck's
hydraulic braking system, known as "bleeding" the brakes. Modifying the Midget Brake Tool A
quick tip on making the factory tool to be more useful. Quieting Brake Squeal Some tips on how
to cure squeaky brakes. Heater Valve Improvement How to make the heater valve flow more,
and thereby increase cockpit output on cool days, and plans for fabricating a high-flow
"manual" valve. MGB Quarter Turn Heater Valve Replacing the failure-prone heater valve with a
simple assembly made from plumbing parts you can buy from any hardware store. Modern
Automotive Coolants How engine coolant has evolved over the years, and what modern coolant
is the best for our classic British cars. Engine and Tuning Advance Curves Reference Paul
Tegler's very useful chart of model years, distributor models, and advance curves. Installing an
Adjustable Vernier Camshaft Gear How to set the endfloat, secure the locating plate, set the
timing chain clearance and general use and fitment of vernier timing gears on an MGB engine.
Make a Spark Tester Diagnosing a weak spark with a few bits and pieces from the junk bin.
Making a Valve Adjustment Dial Indicator Instructions for making a fixture to hold a dial
indicator for use in precisely adjusting the valves on a B-Series engine. Oil Filter Study A good
website showing what oil filters are made of, and good and bad components to look for. The
Gasket Basket Making your own gaskets: materials, theory and installation. Transmission,
Driveshaft, and Differential Engine and Transmission Removal Checklist This is a step by step
checklist I made last year when I removed and reinstalled the engine and tranny from my MGB
for the first time. It applies to a 79 but most of it can probably be used for other years also.
Permanently Installed Back Up Fuel Pump How to install a backup fuel pump, including wiring
and plumbing instructions with photos. Rebuilding The Charcoal Canisters How to disassemble
and rebuild your worn out MGB charcoal vapor adsorption canister carbon canister to properly
trap gas fumes, plus a video by John Twist explaining the operation and emissions hose routing
diagrams. Tuning SU Carbs pdf An out of print book covering general tuning information for all
SU carburetors with needle charts. Weber Carburetor Factory Settings pdf Stock settings for

various Weber carburetors, a good starting place for tuning. Weber Hose Routing One way of
routing the carbon canister hoses with a Weber downdraft conversion. Could be you need to
change the O-ring, here's how. Battery Disconnect Switches pdf The reasons for and how to
wire-in a battery disconnect switch. Battery Storage, Fact or Fiction? Will leaving your battery
sitting on concrete cause it to discharge? Car Batteries Testing, maintenance, troubleshooting
and charging advice for the common automotive 12V lead-acid car battery. Car Radio Primer Speaker Connections pdf Explanation of speaker connections on newer car radios and how
they differ from older radios. Fuseology - Fuses pdf What are fuses, how they work and how
they relate to MGs. Ground Point Preparation Removing corrosion from your car's ground
points often solves all kinds of electrical gremlins. Installing a Brake Light Relay Installing a
relay on the brake light circuit to suppress arcing and extend the life of your brake switch. KPH
Speedometer Conversion Simple paper overlay to convert your speedometer to read out in
metric kph. Lights Warning Buzzer A simple circuit to remind you when the lights are on. Lucas
Wiring Colour Guide Reference chart showing the function of any wire from the main and tracer
colours alone. Negative Earth Stickers A simple request to all owners who have converted their
car to negative ground. Never Leave Your Lights On Again Simple wiring diagram for installing
a relay to turn off headlights when the ignition is turned off. Odometer Adjustment and Matching
How to make your new MGB odometer read the same as your old odometer, when swapping
them out for repair or replacement. Pertronix Installation Secrets Pertronix Electronic Ignition
Ignitor kit etc installation tips for vintage points type distributor upgrades, that aren't listed in
the manual Replacing the Speedometer Lens How to remove the bezel from gauges for cleaning
and lens replacement. Smiths Tachometer Servicing Common faults, part numbers, calibration
and negative ground conversion. Understanding Alternators Operation and theory of the
alternator, explained in simple terms. Understanding the Ignition System Operation and theory
of the ignition system, explained in simple terms. Interior and Upholstery Dash Crack Repair
with Epoxy Very good results restoring a cracked, gouged and faded dash using supplies
available at your local hardware store. Car Bodywork Lesson 2 Sanding Jamb Areas Part 2 in
this series on automotive bodywork, Sanding Door and Hood Jamb Areas, covers "jambing",
basic sanding technique, supplies like sandpaper, Scotchbrite and blocks, sanding technique,
cleaning and paint masking tips. Car Bodywork Lesson 6 Undercoating The final part of this
automotive bodywork tutorial series covers undercoating your car and final words on bodywork
and painting. Color Sanding Instructions Supplies list and method to get an excellent finish
after repainting your car. This method is generally known to be a permanent fix. This guide
shows the sheet metal parts that make up the sill, describes the options for ordering
replacement parts, inspection of the sill, and how to repair them. Paint Code Chart by Model
Year Paint codes and names available for the different model years of the MGB with some
relatively recent cross-references to modern equivalents. Painting Demystifying the application
of a 1st class paint job to your restored automobile. Rubber Bumper Rehab Repairing and
painting rubber bumpers. Rust Proofing the MGB Roadster Comprehensive guide to rust
proofing the MGB including identifying common rust points such as the fenders, sills and dog
legs, applying rust inhibitors such as POR and Waxoyl and continuing maintenance. Steel
Wheel Paint Codes Cross reference of paint codes for steel wheels. Restoration Build a Body
Rotator The ultimate low-buck body restoration aid mirror Fitting Fiero Seats in the MGB A
popular junkyard replacement for the MGB seats with better lumbar support, optional leather,
headrests, headrest speakers, working recliner etc. Media Blasting and Air Compressors
Explained How to choose the right blasting equipment for car restoration; sand, slag, alox, and
glass beads; gun and nozzle selection and air compressor buying guide. MGB Dash Removal
Mysteries Removing the dash, gauges, and all the instruments is an essential part of any good
restoration. Rather than damage your original gauges or switches, read this guide and learn the
secret incantations to remove them in one piece. The original was a six page brochure that
folded twice. Source: J. This "confidential for trade guidance only" document makes interesting
reading as it gives one a good idea how long the factory believed certain service and repair
procedures should take a dealership technician. Some of the times given seem generous and
some rather skimpy. Shown are the Mini, , and MGB models. The Classic Breed. My Therapy A
birthday to remember. Sunday Morning Another MG road trip story. The Forever Car What
happens if you keep your vehicle longer than three or four years? Why an MG? The perfectly
rational reasons why we own these little cars. Why the MG? All too familiar for MGB drivers!
Join The Club. More to Explore. Morris Minor Forum. Vintage Race Forum. Website problem?
Autoshrine v6. Our header display is randomly displaying 25 cars from our Photo Album. Let us
know if your car appeared. Do we have a picture of your MGB? Find Out More. By signing up
you will receive from us: News and Stories, Information on our latest products, Event and
Register information. You can of course unsubscribe at any time, details are in every

eNewsletter. Geoff with his caricature presented by the MGB Register. RIP Geoff. There are only
two discussion areas, one for technical discussions and one for general discussions. The forum
can be read by anyone but to make a post you will need to register. When registering for the
Forum please use your real name. The Forums will be moderated and any abusive posts will not
be tolerated. We have produce two guides to help you with the registration process if you need
itâ€¦. If you know your MGB Register number for your car, you can search using this to see if
you car is in the album. Not on the register â€” complete our registration form here. The MG Car
Club is involved involved in hundreds of activities throughout the year. All Rights Reserved.
Read More. Sign Up Now! Past Issues. Upcoming Events Subject to Covid Restrictions. View
Detail. Shelsley Walsh Hill Climb. Crich Tramway Museum. No event found! All Events. Interact
with the MGB Register. If your a new user to the forum please download and read the PDF guide
available. If you wish to add extra information, download the PDF guide available. Click the link
below to enter our forums. Enter Forum. We have a very active Facebook community â€” find us
here. Photo Album. Display your car with us We have an online photo album with over images
of cars on the MGB Register If you know your MGB Register number for your car, you can
search using this to see if you car is in the album. The homepage header display is from our
monthly 10 car lottery. Cannot see your car in the album â€” send your images along with your
register number to webmaster mgb-register. Register your MGB. Registration Please note that
any information you provide will be used only to help update the MGB register. We may contact
you occasionally about MGB register matters. No details will be shared without your consent. If
you are not already a member of the MG Car Club and would like more information please tick
the box below. Please send Membership Enquiry Pack. MGB Details. Model Roadster GT
Special. Car Registration Number UK. Original Specification Yes No. Non-standard
modifications, previous owners, interesting history, etc :. On successful submission you will be
taken to a success page, if this does not happen please scroll down the page as you may have
not completed the form correctly. After submission you will be taken to our Thank You page.
Benefits of joining the MG Car Club. Diverse activities The MG Car Club is involved involved in
hundreds of activities throughout the year. Print this page. This thread is from the archive. I just
finished replacing the ujoint in the steering shaft, it got rid of some of the play in the steering
wheel , but I noticed that when I have the car lifted in the air and I rock the wheels I can hear a
little clunk coming from the rack. The tie rod ends are fresh and in great shape, and I've played
with the shims under the upper inspection cover and I appear to have the correct amount. Is
there any other adjustment in the rack? If I had to guess I would say that the inboard portion of
the tie rod is where the play is. As usual all in put is greatly appreciated. I'm in the process of
dealing with this now. I'm betting you've got a collapsable steering column Its the column. And
if you look here you will see some kind persons attaching a fix. I'll probably do the glue thing in
a few weeks. My guess is that it could be the rack housing bushing s. Grab the end of the rack
at the joint where the tie rod meets the end of the rack - and wriggle it. There should be no slop
or play. Inboard portion? Where's that? The pinion shims control the play at the drivers end. A
clunk from the rack doesn't indicate column slop which mine has , that is best detected as very
free rotation of the wheel to some degree when the tyres are on the ground. The looseness in
mine was worn inner tie-rod ends. As I remember these parts are not available so I went with a
new rack. Never regretted the decision even though mine was one made in Argentina. By
"inboard" I simply meant that it wasn't the outer tie rod ends. On other cars the term inner tie
rod end refers to the portion of the tie rod that actually contacts the steering rack the inboard
side of the tie rod but I don't know if that terminology applies to the MGB. The steering wheel
itself has hardly any play now that I've replaced that u-joint, but when moving the the wheels by
hand with the car in the air you can certainly hear a noise and feel some play. I'll look into the
rack mounting bushings but now I strongly suspect inner tie rods, which apparently are no
longer available. Maybe tightening up that inner tie-rod joint will do the trick. Regarding the
second link, the plastic does not take any rotational load, so not having it cannot increase wear
in the column. You get up and down slop but not rotational play. I replaced my column UJ with a
split one that was how it came rather than the solid one I had before and there is slop in the
splines. FWIW it think UK parlance is that the track-rods are the straight bars that stick out of
the gaiters on the ends of the rack, and track-rod-ends screw onto those and connect to track
arms on the hub. The inner ball joints between the track-rods and the ends of the rack are
adjustable to achieve the articulation forces specified. With the wheels in the air I wouldn't have
expected there to be any noise from the rack as there is virtually no force or resitance comoing
back from the wheels being on the ground. It could indicate a broken tooth or some other
internal damage in the rack. Paul's comment that the track rods inner ends are adjustable
jogged my memory. I tried taking the play out of mine but then they were basically rigid. The
end of the track ball had worn flat. The PO ran for a long time with split gaiters. I also think the

housing bushing was worn out. Check the steering rack mounting bolts. I've found them loose
on more than one occasion. The British Invasion of the s gave us Americans some great
musical acts, including this one band called The Beatles, but we also got some great British
roadsters. Triumph, Austin-Healey and others all made landings on our beachheads, some
flanking our defenses and getting in through California, but it's arguably the cars from Morris
Garages that have imprinted themselves in our memories of the decade most completely. Well,
MGs and Volkswagen Buses in equal measure perhaps, if we're talking about the sixties. And
now few of us can imagine summer car shows without seeing an MGB or two hundred. But what
are these cars really like to own? The MGB arrived on a scene in to a market already packed full
of small British cars. The Austin Mini was already here, as were a number of models from
smaller manufacturers like Austin-Healey and Triumph. Americans already had a taste of the
MGA, which was made from until , and decided that they wanted more. And MG wanted to give
more, as export sales were not only their bread and butter in the tough post-war years, but their
lifeline. British manufacturers had to sell cars overseas in order to secure raw materials, which
were still in short supply. And much as we'd like to picture post-war Britain as being a land
populated with tweed cap-wearing gentlemen all driving a roadster of some sort, the reality was
that a lot of these sports cars were being sold overseas while Britons made do with much more
mundane fare. In a marked departure for British automakers of the period, the MGB actually
featured a number of technological advancements over the previous model. While the MGA
employed a body-on-frame setup, the MGB used a rigid monocoque structure with plenty of
steel to keep it together. The suspension and brakes did come from the MGA, but the engine
was a bored-out and updated version of an earlier MG unit. Not a lot you'd say, but then again
this was a relatively small roadster meant for just two passengers. The MGB debuted back when
0 to 60 times weren't exactly a concern among the American buying public that would come
later , so straight line acceleration wasn't the MGB's strength. Though Seeberg's car is, ahem ,
is no ordinary MGB. Everything underhood has been dialed up a bit, with the car now making
close to double the factory horsepower from its original engine. On the outside it looks stock
but all the internals -- the flywheel's cut in half so it can spin up. It's got roller rockers, it has a
full race cam in it, big intake valves, big exhaust. So everything's basically bigger and better, so
it can get more air in and out. So there's little chance of this MGB being left in the dust by a
modern sedan with a slushbox. And after a few minutes of riding in the car, we think it's safe to
say that this little roadster can smoke a few modern offerings from the likes of BMW as well. We
ask Seeberg how he came by this particular example. Putting aside for the moment the question
of just how this MGB ended up as a scale Revell kit, we have to point out that the reassembly
quality on this example was more or less solid. But Seeberg and his mechanic still had a few
things to iron out. And then we did the front end, and the back end, and then the engine. So we
just took our time and went through each of the systems. It was always driveable since I got, it
was like a rolling restoration. As we roll along in the MGB through the beach communities of
Massachusetts just north of Cape Cod, the MGB feels very solid and quite stiff, not what you'd
expect from roadsters of its time. The car responds well to imperfections in the road surface,
and as we take corners at speed, it never feels like it's anywhere close to losing composure.
That was perhaps one of the keys to the MGB's popularity â€” it had the road manners of a
hardtop and has quite predictable, linear handling that rarely delivered nasty surprises when
driven at the limit. Other roadsters of the time compromised on handling by offering more
graceful bodywork, or by being a couple sizes larger than the MGB itself. Like I said â€” it's a
unibody car -- so every part is welded together. And even on the fenders there's an inner fender
and an outer fender, so there is just so much extra steel. There's huge crumple zones, the
steering wheels collapses, so there's a lot of safety features that weren't available on cars in the
states for years. While Toyota and Datsun cars were offering s technology and performance by
the late s, MGBs were still offering technology from the early s. Reliable technology, but dated
technology nonetheless. This thing had a factory alternator on it when I got, it, so I had to
replace it when I got it, but it lasted 30 years. You can't say that about a lot of GM alternators.
Very rarely will you see a MGB transmission fail. When people are parting out a car the last
thing to go is the transmission, cause it's so robust and durable. They pretty much really
haven't improved on the cars since ' Everything being a evolution, there really was no
revolution. The B was revolutionary in '62, but in you had Nissan ZX and a lot of other imports
coming in -- cars that were smaller, cheaper, and lighter. The MGB is very controlled when
driven at the limit, and rarely fails to lose its composure on the road. Still, it's the cars from this
British marque that are cherished and restored today in this country. The MGB even went on to
have a second life of sorts in the s with the debut of the MG RV8, which was made in small
numbers from until Rover group essentially facelifted the MGB with slightly newer body panels
and put in a 3. But Seeberg says there wasn't a need for that V8 in the s, as a MGB tuned like his

can produce similar figures with its inline-four engine. MGBs remain extremely popular starter
classics, due to the fact so many are still available in just about any condition you want and
some in conditions you don't want. So what's it like finding parts for one of these? You can
actually buy a bodyshell. British Heritage is still making heritage shells. You can get all the
original parts made on the original dies. Speaking of originality, judging MG cars at strict
concours events can be a tricky thing in itself. While there is no shortage of experts who know
what each car is supposed to look like, the realities of production sometimes clash with what's
expected of a car in a concours setting. As much as we like to make fun of Eastern European
cars for sometimes having very different equipment from one car to another despite not being
offered with any options, newly delivered MGBs weren't immune to issues of trim availability at
the factory either. There are still plenty of examples out there waiting to be restored, but then
best one are now commanding serious cash. So you'll see a lot of GTs with a tan package shelf
with a black interior. Or you'll see tanned seats with a black carpet -- they put whatever was on
the shelf in the cars. So when you restore that car do you restore that to the way the factory did,
or do you switch the tanned seats and the black interior? Despite the design being described as
timeless by many British car aficionados, the MGB did start to show its age by the late s. By this
time Japanese cars became something more than quirky imports, and they were now staging a
full-scale assault on the sports cars of Detroit. This being the s, competition from Detroit was
rather muted when it came to performance and reliability. Working on the cars themselves isn't
terribly complicated. They have an autobody class at night, started that in , and I just got it
painted this spring. The GT version is bit dearer when it comes to values, and there weren't as
many of them made and sold as the MGB roadster. Just how much does a nicely sorted
example go for nowadays? We've seen MGBs go for much higher than that, and they're still
considered club concours grade rather than pure concours cars. But the flipside of that is that
these cars are meant to be driven rather than babied like trailer queens. And after all, the only
MGBs we see on trailers are scuffed and dented race cars traveling to and from Lime Rock Park
and other circuits. And that's the way they're really meant to be used. Car Life. Type keyword s
to search. Today's Top Stories. MGBs make great first classics, and Seeberg learned to restore
cars by working on this example. Jay Ramey. The MGB's still got it where it counts, especially
on twisty roads. The MGB changed very little from the time it came out until it exited production.
The best examples are starting to go up in value a bit over the last few years, Hagerty reports.
This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help
users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and
similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From MG. Autoweek
Asks: What's the best classic beach house runabout? Set an alert to be notified of new listings.
Now showing page 1 of Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Featured Private Seller.
Many extras included. Serious inqu Private Seller. Gorgeous MGB in terrific condition. Enjoy
drivi Enjoy driving with a l This sharp little MG ha Beautiful car. Fun to drive. Runs and drives
really Auction Vehicle. This is a beautiful MG. Completely original paint and interior, car has
never had a repaint Dealership Showcased. This car was restored in the earlier s and is still in
great condition. The paint and i Here we have a very well kept MG-B convertible. With 72' being
the last year for chrome bumper Original paint and interior. New tires, Refine Search? Also be
sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and
white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample
finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided
by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width
Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter,
miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced
in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the
seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k
actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth
soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided
in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment
includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension
with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the
model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani
Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business
Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the

continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier
business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Whilst
thinking through purchasing options for an MGB, I decided I have limited time to allocate to any
kind of restoration project. Accordingly the criteria for my first MGB experience was either a car
that had received a lot of restoration work or one that was original and in very good condition,
requiring minimal work. I had also established a preference for a GT. Living in South East
Queensland, with a sub tropical climate and long hot summers, a roadster would be too hot. I
had spotted at least one MGB GT that had received a lot of restoration work but I was a little
slow in the uptake and that opportunity slipped away fairly quickly. Speaking to the owner over
the phone confirmed the extent of restoration work carried out. Given the very reasonable price
it is no wonder the car sold very quickly. My next inspection was a roadster listed locally.
Although I was looking for a GT, the intention of looking at this roadster was to get a better feel
in what to look for. That turned out to be a smart exercise. Although the price was quite low, it
was also a sub standard example of an MGB and revealed the types of issues to look for. The
next example I looked at was the car I eventually purchased. I engaged a local mechanic to carry
out a per-purchase inspection. Based on that inspection I purchased this vehicle for the
following reasons:. My expectation on pickup from the depot was to jump in the car and drive it
home. Sadly, this was not the case as some issues started to reveal themselves at the depot.
Firstly, the car would not start. I had a new battery fitted but still no start. The car eventually
started and I left the deport with my wife traveling behind me. It traveled about meters and
stopped â€” just cut out like it had run out of fuel. As the seller mentioned it was low on fuel I
assumed the tank was empty. I subsequently put some fuel in and it started again. Another
meters later it stopped again in a similar fashion. At that point my wife and I agreed she would
drive back to the transport depot and request a tow truck to pick it up and deliver home. My wife
and the yard manager returned with some more fuel as there was no tow trucks available at the
time. Thinking it was low on fuel the yard manager commenced topping up the tank but it
quickly over flowed. So the problem was obviously not fuel. It started again so we decided to
give it another shot at driving approximately 15km home. Buoyed by the car driving 5 km further
I thought it was going to make it home but sadly it stopped again. It seemed to stop like it had
run out of fuel and some odd electrical things were going on like blinkers not working, dash
charge light coming on etc. The car ended up getting home unceremoniously on a tilt tray truck.
A mechanic friend and I were able to carry out some basic checks. Believing it may have been
the alternator and or associated voltage regulator, we removed that and had it checked but
nothing wrong with that. I then took it to a local auto electrical work shop and the problem was
eventually tracked down to a faulty and burnt out ignition relay. That relay also controls the
blinkers and some dash gauges, hence the other odd electrical symptoms also resolved.
Features included some technical changes to meet new US safety standards plus cosmetic
features including colour green only , gold decals and V8 alloy wheels. In British Leyland
intended to produced limited edition LE model roadsters for the US market but due to demand
ended up producing Features included some technical changes and unique cosmetic features
including colour Pewter for GT model and bronze for roadster , stripe decals and Triumph Stag
alloy wheels. This page is maintained by brothers Terry and David. Following is a brief
background of their MG Experiences. I enjoy a number of hobbies, not so for my wife though.
So at age 61 I developed a keen interest in acquiring an older car to tinker with. Not necessarily
a restoration project as time is still a precious commodity and not to be messed with. I looked at
various options. In other words, there are lots of them around and an abundance or parts and
upgrades available. In addition, there is a very strong enthusiasts platform. Local car clubs are
very active and online material for the MGB is abundant world wide. What a great option for
launching into a classic car experience. This page is intended to document this journey, provide
reviews, practical guidelines of ownership, maintenance, upgrade tips, fun stories and stories
from the trenches. See this post for further details on symptoms and resolution of faulty ignition
relay. Jubilee, MGB 2. Search for:. Sound Deadening and Heat Insulation. Boot Carpet. Classic
Car and Coffee Event. Pt 5, Fitting Door. Recent Comments. In Queensland where we have long
hot summers it seemed to make more sense than a roadster. It was a long distance purchase
which required transporting the LE from Melbourne via road freight. The transport worked out
very well and I came to discover that people buy, sell and ship cars all over Australia, its
common practice. Buying a classic car sight unseen from another state can be fraught with
disappointment but the LE came to me in very good all round condition. I organised an
independent pre-purchase inspection that resulted in a very good report, however, there were a
couple of items the pre-purchase inspection missed. What appears to be the original Pewter
Metallic duco and LE tape stripes is in excellent condition. There is no rust. They are in very
good condition, which according to receipts that came with the car were refurbished a few years

ago â€” and they look it too. The original LE silver and grey interior trim and cloth seats are in
excellent condition. If they have been replaced it would have been some time ago as there are
some rub and ware patches in the usual spots but nothing that requires replacement. Most of
the switches and knobs work as they should including the funky center console mounted
interior compartment lamp. Many years have passed since driving an old school car like the
MGB which, by the way, is a very different experience to driving a modern car. But, it is still a
great driving experience. What these cars are made for is a gentle drive around town or over
country roads. Being close to the road gives the feeling of speed without necessarily going fast
and handles the bends with ease whilst feeling very secure doing so. It has a button on top of
the gear knob to electronically switch into over drive without operating the clutch or changing
gears. There is plenty of leg room too. Getting into the car is certainly not as easy as my big
SUV, but it is not too difficult. It has a 15 inch steering wheel which does make contact with my
thigh. One of the surprising things I found driving this car is the lowish internal noise levels
whilst driving. Even with the windows down my wife and I can have a conversation quite easily
whilst driving. I expected the internal noise level to be louder. I was also surprised at the
effortless way it cruises down the freeway with the overdrive switched on. It is a cool and
enjoyable driving experience. The interior space is surprising. In the case of the GT, the fast
back styling provides quite a lot of space in the rear hatch area which I think adds to the sense
of spaciousness. Leg room is very good and the foot pedals are spaced well enough to operate
comfortably even with my larger dress style work shoes. However, wearing a pair of large safety
boots might present a challenge. The dash board area is old school and cool â€” right to left :
Temperature gauge; Tachometer; Fuel gauge; Speedometer; Oil Pressure gauge; Hi-beam
indicator light; Charge indicator light and Dash light brightness control. In my normal driving
position my right hand blocks the view of the temperature gauge so to check that I need to lean
forward a little. The passenger side has a glove box that is reasonable in size for a small car and
works well. The middle console â€” top to bottom â€” Various switches for fan, internal lamp
and hazard lights; Cigarette lighter, Internal Lamp, Choke Leaver; Radio; Fan Temperature
Control, Clock unique to the LE and Air Fan Control Knob; console platform surrounding the
gear leaver, ash tray and a console compartment that is small and narrow but somewhat
functional. Hand brake leaver is attached to the side of the tunnel and it does rub against my
thigh whilst driving. This area would be very suitable for storing hand bags and similar sized
items. A medium sized dog would fit there quite easily. My brother has researched fitting an air
conditioner in his GT and was advised this area could house the internal condenser unit with
some creativity. So this area is quite functional. The rear hatch area is very nice. Not large but
quite adequate to transport shopping, picnic supplies or even a swag and associated camping
gear for an overnight camping trip, or luggage for an overnight glamping trip if that is more your
style. Seat Belts â€” being a model car, the LE had factory fitted inertia style seat belts with the
fixed latch anchored at the base of the tunnel. In my case both of those seat belt units have
been replaced. A standard MGB is by no means a performance car. No comparison with a stock
standard MGB. Some people carry out various engine performance upgrades. Fitting a
supercharger is a popular option which does increase the performance quite a lot. My
understanding of a supercharged MGB is the added torque makes low speed driving in traffic
and the suburbs very friendly with fewer gear changes, and highway driving is much more
spirited and fun. This LE came with the original twin SU carburettors, aftermarket extractors
were fitted on the car when I got it, with standard size exhaust and muffler. The MGB is a
4-speed manual. This LE has full synchromesh and overdrive gearbox. The overdrive switch
located at the top of the gear knob was of the type used on earlier Triumph cars for some years.
The LE overdrive operates in 3rd and 4th, standard on all RHD cars from , on North American
cars from it operated only on top gear. Operating the clutch in my LE is very smooth â€” a lot
smoother than I can recall in any other manual cars I have driven. The gearbox is quite close
and notchy and works very well. Given the position of reverse, which is down and to the left, the
first couple of times I drove the car, when changing from 1st to 2nd I maneuvered the gear stick
too close to reverse which responded with the usual protest. I very quickly made the
appropriate adjustment and no longer having any trouble with that change. The overdrive, a
Laycock LH type, works very well and drops the revs by approximately rpm which makes a big
difference on the highway and even around back streets. It makes for a more comfortable ride.
Brakes on the MGB GT LE are period standard â€” disk brakes at front no brake boosting
system , drum brakes at rear and hand brake leaver that operates in the normal way with a
button release. Prior to purchasing the LE I read a review on old car braking systems. Once you
get used to that feel the brakes are adequate for a standard MGB. However, the brakes work
fine. I notice the difference more when I jump back into my modern SUV where at first I tend to
stab at the brakes. Keep in mind that a 40 or more year old car is a classic car and they do need

care, time, money and periodic repairs as they arise. I was also a little surprised at the low cost
of insurance on my LE so make sure you have appropriate insurance. There are a number of
upgrades that can be carried out on old classic cars. We have a post that provides more details
on this topic but here is a brief list of ideas:. This particular car is in very nice original cosmetic
and mechanical condition. It drives very well and, for a car from this era, it drives better than
expected. Whilst thinking through purchasing options for an MGB, I decided I have limited time
to allocate to any kind of restoration project. Accordingly the criteria for my first MGB
experience was either a car that had received a lot of restoration work or one that was original
and in very good condition, requiring minimal work. I had also established a preference for a
GT. Living in South East Queensland, with a sub tropical climate and long hot summers, a
roadster would be too hot. I had spotted at least one MGB GT that had received a lot of
restoration work but I was a little slow in the uptake and that opportunity slipped away fairly
quickly. Speaking to the owner over the phone confirmed the extent of restoration work carried
out. Given the very reasonable price it is no wonder the car sold very quickly. My next
inspection was a roadster listed locally. Although I was looking for a GT, the intention of looking
at this roadster was to get a better feel in what to look for. That turned out to be a smart
exercise. Although the price was quite low, it was also a sub standard example of an MGB and
revealed the types of issues to look for. The next example I looked at was the car I eventually
purchased. I engaged a local mechanic to carry out a per-purchase inspection. Based on that
inspection I purchased this vehicle for the following reasons:. My expectation on pickup from
the depot was to jump in the car and drive it home. Sadly, this was not the case as some issues
started to reveal themselves at the depot. Firstly, the car would not start. I had a new battery
fitted but still no start. The car eventually started and I left the deport with my wife traveling
behind me. It traveled about meters and stopped â€” just cut out like it had run out of fuel. As
the seller mentioned it was low on fuel I assumed the tank was empty. I subsequently put some
fuel in and it started again. Another meters later it stopped again in a similar fashion. At that
point my wife and I agreed she would drive back to the transport depot and request a tow truck
to pick it up and deliver home. My wife and the yard manager returned with some more fuel as
there was no tow trucks available at the time. Thinking it was low on fuel the yard manager
commenced topping up the tank but it quickly over flowed. So the problem was obviously not
fuel. It started again so we decided to give it another shot at driving approximately 15km home.
Buoyed by the car driving 5 km further I thought it was going to make it home but sadly it
stopped again. It seemed to stop like it had run out of fuel and some odd electrical things were
going on like blinkers not working, dash charge light coming on etc. The car ended up getting
home unceremoniously on a tilt tray truck. A mechanic friend and I were able to carry out some
basic checks. Believing it may have been the alternator and or associated voltage regulator, we
removed that and had it checked but nothing wrong with that. I then took it to a local auto
electrical work shop and the problem was eventually tracked down to a faulty and burnt out
ignition relay. That relay also controls the blinkers and some dash gauges, hence the other odd
electrical symptoms also resolved. Features included some technical changes to meet new US
safety standards plus cosmetic features including colour green only , gold decals and V8 alloy
wheels. In British Leyland intended to produced limited edition LE model roadsters for the US
market but due to demand ended up producing Features included some technical changes and
unique cosmetic features including colour Pewter for GT model and bronze for roadster , stripe
decals and Triumph Stag alloy wheels. Cosmetic Condition: Buying a classic car sight unseen
from another state can be fraught with disappointment but the LE came to me in very good all
round condition. Driving: Many years have passed sinc
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e driving an old school car like the MGB which, by the way, is a very different experience to
driving a modern car. Interior Space: The interior space is surprising. The original steering
wheel is 15in and there is no adjustment for the steering column. Performance: A standard MGB
is by no means a performance car. Braking: Brakes on the MGB GT LE are period standard â€”
disk brakes at front no brake boosting system , drum brakes at rear and hand brake leaver that
operates in the normal way with a button release. Upkeep: Keep in mind that a 40 or more year
old car is a classic car and they do need care, time, money and periodic repairs as they arise.
Potential Upgrades: There are a number of upgrades that can be carried out on old classic cars.
Happy trails. See this post for further details on symptoms and resolution of faulty ignition
relay. Jubilee, MGB 2. Search for:. Sound Deadening and Heat Insulation. Boot Carpet. Classic
Car and Coffee Event. Pt 5, Fitting Door. Recent Comments.

